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Automatic Air Vents

Model 7900AAV

Model 7930ECA

Automatic air vent designed to
continuously vent air to prevent
corrosion. Size 1’’ threaded

Includes 7900AAV preassembled
with endcap. Endcap Size 2’’ to 8’’
grooved connection.

Manual Air Vent

Air Vent
Validator Kit

Model 7910MAV

Model 7905

Manual air vent with ball check to
prevent leaks when filling a system. Size 1/2’’ threaded connection.

The PURGEnVENT Validator is
designed to test the 7900AAV automatic air vent. The kit includes
a whistle or visual indicator, inlet
adapter, and compressed air.
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Model 7950ILV

Inline automatic air vent includes
7900AAV and creates high spot to
remove trapped air. Pipe Size 2’’
to 8’’ grooved connection.

• If your juristiction
uses NFPA13, 2016
or a more recent
edition of code, you
potentially will need
one air vent for every
TESTANDRAIN.
NFPA 13, 2016 and
newer editions require
air vents on all wet
sprinkler systems that
utilize metallic pipe.
• An inspector’s test
valve is not a good air
vent because it cannot
sit near a high point
in the system and will
not effectively remove
trapped air.

Starting in 2016, NFPA 13 requires the addition of one air vent on each wet
fire sprinkler system that utilizes metallic pipe to help mitigate internal pipe
corrosion due to trapped air. Developed with input from sprinkler fitter
contractors and fire protection engineers, the AGF patented PURGENVENT
air venting valves are UL Listed and FM Approved while being the most
compact option on the market.

No Drain or Drip Pan Required
Conical shape and bubble breaker help
prevent water discharge
Optional Drain*
Threaded connection for
optional drain line or alarm.

Includes Isolation Valve
Eliminates extra connections and
potential leak points and is ready to be
installed.

*NFPA does not require a drain line

Vacuum Break
Open purge valve while
draining a system to
protect system component
gaskets.

Compact Design
Requires less than 5” of clearance
above the pipe, most compact
automatic air vent available.

Easy Installation
Threaded 1” connection or grooved
endcap for easy placement near a high
point in the system.

NFPA 13 Compliant
Meets the code that requires an air
vent on each wet pipe sprinkler system
utilizing metallic pipe.

UL Listed / FM Approved /
CA Fire Approved
The 7900V air vent is UL Listed, FM
Approved and approved by the CA
State Fire Marshal.

Integrated Barrel Strainer
Stainless steel strainer prevents dirt
and debris from entering the vent and
is easily cleaned with system pressure
through the purge valve to meet NFPA
25 requirements.

Faster Maintenance
Quickly purge large amount of
air for faster filling and draining of
a system. Hose connection with cap for
optional drain for maintenance.
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Preassembled Auxiliary Drains
Model 5300
Preassembled auxiliary drains with
optional water dector alarm. Dual
handles allow draining of moisture
while minimizing excessive loss of
pressure. Save time on installation
and give your customers a sense of
security with a consistent, appealing appearance. Available with
water detector alarm in galvanized
or black steel.

5300A

(Galvanized)

5300B

(Black Steel)

5300ALBV
(Galvanized)

5300ALBV-B
(Black Steel)

Model 5200 & 5100
Include a preassembled auxiliary
drain with optional water dector
alarm. Features anti-trip plate that
only allows one valve to be open
at a time so a dry fire sprinkler
system cannot be tripped by
improper maintenance or vandalism. Available with water detector
alarm in galvanized or black steel.

5200A

(Galvanized)

5200B

(Black Steel)

5100A

(Galvanized)

5100B

(Black Steel)

Need Help?

Model 5100 ALBV

AGF’s technical staff
are available to answer
questions. Email them at
TechSupport@AGFMFG.com

The 5100ALBV is a water detector alarm for
auxiliary drains that detects water and alerts
you that maintenance is needed to prevent
freezing. The alarm can be added to existing
auxiliary drains or comes preassembled on the
model 5300ALBV. It can be powered by a 9V
battery, 12-24 VDC, or optional 110V plug. The
5100ALBV can also be wired to the Fire Control
Panel or Building Management System (BMS)
for remote notification.

Visit AGF’s website to find a
Distributor in your area.
www.AGFMFG.com
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Heated Auxiliary Drain Cabinets
COLLECTANDRAIN Cabinets:
• Protect auxiliary drains from freezing temperatures
and vandalism
• Include an energy efficient, thermostatic heater
• Meet NFPA code requirements
• Include highly visible, safety red, lockable cabinets
with required NFPA signage
• Can be wired to the Fire Control Panel or BMS for
remote notification
• Are available in galvanized or black steel pipe
• Are suitable for interior or exterior installation
(all weather cover available - Model 5680A)

Flood Eliminator
Model 5900FE
The Flood Eliminator prevents
catastrophic property damage
due to a broken auxiliary drain.
The Flood Eliminator is easily
installed with threads above the
auxiliary drain and seals if the
system has an accidental system
trip due to a broken auxiliary
drain, eliminating the flooding
and damage that would result
from the auxiliary drain failure.

Model 5400 - Freeze Protection
The Model 5400 heated auxiliary drain cabinet
includes all of the benefits listed above. It’s also
available with an Auto Dialer or Heater Operation
Trouble (HOT) monitor.

Flood
Eliminator

Model 5450 - Self-Maintaining
The Model 5450 series incorporates a unique selfmaintaining design that prevents the auxiliary drain
from filling beyond the safety level of the heated
cabinet and automatically sheds condensation from
the collection assembly. Available with a Heater
Operation Trouble (HOT) monitor.

Model 5500 - Automatic Draining
The Model 5500 can be drained on-demand by the
push of a button (locally or remotely) or by its handsfree, fully automatic mode which will operate the drain
automatically when the float switch senses a full drain.
This feature will save facility owners signifigant man
hours in maintenance.
Scan to Learn More
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13D & 13R Risers
NFPA 13D

NFPA 13R

Lockable Pressure
Relief Valve

Model 8000 13D

Model 8000 13R

7000L

Model 8000 13D RISERPACK floor
control assembly is designed to
meet NFPA 13D requirements
for residential fire sprinkler systems. This model includes a flow
switch, Inspector’sTEST Model
3011BV, and a Model 7500 pressure gauge.

Model 8000 13R RISERPACK meets
the requirements of NFPA 13R for
fire sprinkler systems.
Include a flow switch, Inspector’sTEST Model 3011BV, 3-way
universal valve, and a Model 7500
pressure gauge.

Lockable pressure relief valven
for hydrostatic testing without
removing the valve from the
system. 7000L is rated for 175 PSI
systems. Other Ratings Available:
200, 225 and 300. Please specify
PSI when ordering.

Model 8011 13D

Model 8011 13R

Model 8011 13D RISERPACK meets
the requirements of NFPA 13D
systems requiring pressure relief.
This model includes a bronze
body with flow switch, Inspector’sTEST Model 3011A, Model
7500 pressure gauge, and a Model 7200 pressure relief valve.

Model 8011 13R RISERPACK meets
the requirements of NFPA 13R
systems requiring pressure relief.
This model includes a flow switch,
Inspector’sTEST Model 3011A,
Model 7600 3-way universal
valve, Model 7500 pressure
gauge, and a Model 7000 pressure relief valve.

with Pressure Relief
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Universal Pressure
Relief Kit

with Pressure Relief

Part 266UK
Simplify your inventory with AGF’s
Universal Pressure Relief Kit. The
kit allows a pressure relief valve to
be added on 1-1/4’’ to 6’’ RISERPACK models. Comes standard
with 175 PSI. Other PSI available:
185, 195, 205, 225, 250. Please
specify PSI with ordering.

Commercial Risers
Model 8000 - Without Pressure Relief
Model 8000 commercial riser is a preassembled floor control
assembly for fire sprinkler systems meeting NFPA 13 requirements. A flow switch, TESTANDRAIN Model 2511, Model 7600
3-way universal valve, and a Model 7500 pressure gauge are
assembled to a bronze or steel body. Available in grooved or
threaded and sizes 1-1/4‘‘ to 6’’, orifice sizes K2.8 (3/8’’) to K25.

Model 8011 - With Pressure Relief
Model 8011 commercial floor control assemblies meet NFPA 13
requirements and include pressure relief. This model includes
a flow switch, TESTANDRAIN Model 2511A with pressure relief
valve and trim, Model 7600 3-way universal valve, and a Model
7500 pressure gauge. Available in sizes 1-1/4‘‘ to 6’’, orifice sizes
K2.8 (3/8’’) to K25. and groove or thread connections.

Model 8611 - Corner Riser
Model 8611 is a riser assembly for NFPA 13 fire sprinkler systems and is designed to fit into a corner to minimize protruding
and comply with ADA Standards. This model includes a flow
switch, TESTANDRAIN Model 1011A with included pressure relief
valve and trim, Model 7600 3-way universal valve, and a Model
7500 pressure gauge. Available in sizes 1-1/4‘‘ to 6’’, orifice sizes
K2.8 (3/8’’) to K25, right or left drain and grooved connection.

Ultimate RISERPACK Kit
Add all the components needed on AGF’s commercial steel
risers for a complete floor control assembly. The Ultimate
RISERPACK Kit gives you the options of adding a butterfly control
valve, check valve or a butterfly control valve and check valve
combo. Kits are preassembled for faster installation and fit both
schedule 10 and schedule 40 manifolds. Available sizes include
2’’, 2-1/2’’, 3’’, 4’’, 6’’ and 8’’.
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Beware of Imposters

AGF designed the first single-handle ball valve to replace the
traditional 17 connection loop assemblies. The lightweight and
compact design are an industry standard and are available in
numerous sizes, connections, and orifices. All models are UL
Certified, FM Approved, and made in the USA.

Test and Drain Valves
With Pressure Relief

No Pressure Relief

TESTANDRAIN valves with pressure relief are an efficient way to
meet code requirements and are
available in several configurations
to meet any installation configuration. Model 2511A is now available in 1’’, 1.25’’, and 2’’ grooved.

Models 1000 and 2500 offer a port
to connect and pressure relief
valve drain, but this model does
not include a pressure relief valve.
Model 2500 is now available in
1’’, 1.25’’, and 2’’ grooved.

1011A

2511A

Threaded

1000

Corrosion
Monitors
The CORRINSITE is a corrosion
monitor for wet, dry, or preaction
sprinkler systems and manufactured from the same mild carbon
steel as the system’s piping. The
plug’s surface sits at the same
depth as the pipe wall and therefore, corrodes at the same rate
as the pipe. When the monitor’s
plug corrodes beyond its limit,
moisture penetrates the sealed
chamber and transforms the brilliant white sight glass to a fluorescent orange color indicating a
corrosion problem and a need for
further pipe inspection.

2500

Threaded

7700
2511A

Grooved

2500

Grooved

7800
1211A
REMOTETEST
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1200
REMOTETEST

